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I. Introduction
	The Japanese Canadian woman writer's novel, Joy Kogawa's Obasan, published in 1981, is narrated by the protagonist, Naomi, retelling the experience of Canadian citizens of Japanese ancestry being interned during World War II. The narrator, Naomi, alternates between two sorts of texts; one is her memory of how Naomi's parents' families, the Nakane and the Kato families, go through the trauma of being displaced, relocated, and confined to labor in the camp, and the other is her reading of Aunt Emily's journals, papers, and related documents, such as newspaper clips and the government's replies to Aunt Emily's inquiries concerning their confiscated property. These two texts are respectively based on the experience of Kogawa's family and the real letters of Muriel Kitagawa, a Japanese Canadian activist.​[1]​ Mixing autobiographical and historical materials, the narrative is noticeably registered by these two texts or two voices, Naomi's and Aunt Emily's. However, there are two voiceless figures that permeate through the narrative; one is the eponymous character, Obasan, who brings up Stephen (Naomi's brother) and Naomi during the internment, and the other is Naomi's absent mother who flies back to Japan with Grandma Kato and loses any contact after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941, which is followed by the policy of internment. The voiceless presence of Obasan and absence of Naomi's mother, indeed, ring aloud and deserve more critical attention. 
	Many critics, indeed, focuses on the trope of silence in Kogawa's Obasan in relation to the politics of internment, as well as the dialectics between speech and silence. With ample readings of the textual and embodied silence, nevertheless, an understanding of ethics that Kogawa's novel proposes is still demanded, for even though the importance of silence is recognized rather than condemned, the puzzle remains over what silence speaks to the reader. Indeed, the influence that Kogawa's work exerts should not be limited to the political aspect. As Kogawa brings speech and silence in juxtaposition and complicates both, Kogawa does not hold faith in the political redress, which cannot adequately address the fundamental issue leading to the dispersal of the racial others. The political redress can neither erase the traumatic experience nor eradicate much of people's prejudice toward racial otherness. The logics of internment reveal the fundamental paradox faced by the racial others, whose diasporic experience of in-betweenness often arouses suspicion of their position. More specifically, the logic of internment is to reiterate the boundaries between the friends and the enemies, between the legitimate citizens and the illegitimate, racial others. 
	The anxieties over the existence of aliens, strangers, or the others are the fundamental cause of the internment policy. Significantly, Obasan generates further reflections on the questions of the other, on the ethics of treating the other, and on the possibility of the other's response to injustice. In the following of my paper aims to draw attention to the ethical dimension of Kogawa's novel, which is not sufficiently discussed. Mainly, I will turn to Jacques Derrida's discussion on hospitality and feminist philosopher, Rosalyn Diprose's elaboration of the ideas of giving and generosity, which are relevant to our rethinking of ethics. Then, I will return to the readings of the ethical other, including the silent Obasan and the absent Mother, in Kogawa's novel.
II. Derrida's Hospitality and Diprose's Generosity
	To a large extent, the internment of Canadian citizens of Japanese ancestry results from the national hostility toward aliens, foreigners, strangers within the boundary of the nation-state. Etymologically, hostility, the mutual hatred between enemies, is related to the Latin, hostis, which can mean guest and stranger. In Of Hospitality, Jacques Derrida points out that hostility and hospitality share the same Latin root, hostis, signifying the two directions that the foreigner can be treated, that is, either as guest or as enemy (45). In other words, the nation-state, as the subject, evacuates Japanese Canadians in the name of national security and defense, which intrinsically poses a question of the foreigner, a question whether the racial others are welcomed by the subject or not. In Jacques Derrida's discussion on hospitality, the absolute or unconditional hospitality is distinguished from the ordinary sense of hospitality, as the absolute or unconditional hospitality requires 
		that I open up my home and that I give not only to the foreigner (provided	 		with a family name, with the social status of being a foreigner, etc.), but to 		the absolute, unknown, anonymous other, and that I give place to them, that 		I let them come, that I let them arrive, and take place in the place I offer 			them, without asking of them either reciprocity (entering into a pact) or 			even their names. (25)
Also, referring to Levinas's idea that "language is hospitality," Derrida stresses the role of language in the act of hospitality. Derrida brings up the question whether language should be suspended in encountering with the foreigner,
		Shouldn't we also submit to a sort of holding back of the temptation to ask 		the other who he is, what her name is, where he comes from, etc.? Shouldn't 		we abstain from asking another these questions, which herald so many 			required conditions, and thus limits, to a hospitality thereby constrained and 		thereby confined to a law and a duty? And so into the economy of a circle? 		(135) 
Interestingly, in Derrida's discussions on the relation between language and hospitality, speaking up is not always viewed as an action of hospitality. As Derrida puts it, "[k]eeping silent is already a modality of possible speaking" (135). In this sense, silence should not be viewed merely as political effects, but as ethical response.    
	Hospitality is concerned about reiterating the boundary of one's terrain, about whether one's territory is porous or impermeable, open to strangers, foreigners and the other, and thus it is concerned about how the other is treated. As Derrida explicitly points out, "the problem of hospitality was coextensive with the ethical problem. It is always about answering for a dwelling place, for one's identity, one's space, one's limits, for the ethos as abode, habitation, house, hearth, family, home" (149, 151). 
	Similarly, the feminist philosopher, Rosalyn Diprose, proposes the idea of generosity in relating to the other, invoking, though not exactly echoing, Derrida's discussion on hospitality. Following Aristotle's discussion of magnanimity, Diprose suggests that "generosity is taken to be a habituated and cultivated character trait that guides a person toward giving to others beyond the call of duty" (2). More specifically, Diprose defines generosity as the following:
		Generosity is not reducible to an economy of exchange between sovereign 		individuals. Rather, it is an openness to others that not only precedes and 			establishes communal relations but constitutes the self as open to otherness. 		Primordially, generosity is not the expenditure of one's possessions but the 		dispossession of oneself, the being-given to others that undercuts any 			self-contained ego, that undercuts self-possession. (4)    
This generous giving, or generosity, contradicts the logic of contract and exchange that precedes the possibility of gift. Diprose refers to Derrida's discussion of the impossibility of the gift and notes that "the gift is recognized as a gift and, once recognized, the gift bestows a debt on the recipient and is annulled through obligation, gratitude, or some other form of return" (6); the aporia of gift manifests itself and thus becomes impossible. Only when the gift is forgotten can the gift work. Moving beyond the impossibility of the gift, Diprose indicates generosity as the foundation of communal relations.  
III. The Stranger and Corporeality in Obasan
	Obasan starts with Naomi's memory of being with Uncle on their annual visit to the valley, where Uncle commemorates the family's tragedy, and then the narrative returns to Naomi's current life as a primary school teacher. Though a Sansei, third generation, Naomi still feels like a foreigner; her students frequently pose such questions as how her family name is pronounced, how old she is, and whether she is dating someone to get married. Naomi finds people often assume that she is a foreigner. Back in the 1890s when Naomi's grandparents first settle in Canada, putting on "a Western suit and round black hat," they live as a stranger; Naomi puts it, "When he left his familiar island, he became a stranger, sailing toward an island of strangers" (21). This status of being a stranger is indeed a position in-between, crossing the border, with one's identity questioned and suspended. During the times of peace, Naomi's grandparents prosper on the boatbuilding business; however, in the war times, these strangers can no longer be treated with hospitality. Viewed as an inherent enemy, the strangeness of Japanese immigrants is highlighted and required to be scrutinized and regulated. Hence, their dwellings and identity are deprived, relocated, and digitalized so that the nation-state, as the subject, could control its territory. Almost 30 years after the internment, or 80 years after her grandparents move to Canada, the feeling of being a stranger/foreigner remains. (In Derrida's discussion, stranger and foreigner are used interchangeably, coming from the same French word and related to the question of hospitality.)	
	The policy of internment during World War II results from the violation of the contract of hospitality. The nation, the State, or the authorities become paranoid about its border and about its possession. Naomi's families, along with other Canadian citizens of Japanese ancestry, are driven out of their place and to the designated relocation camp. Treated as a stranger, a foreigner, deprived of his/her rights, Naomi's aunt, Emily, uses language to cling to the identity of being Canadian, to annul the sense of strangeness and foreignness, as in her manuscript, Aunt Emily "toiled to tell of the lives of the Nisei [second generation] in Canada in her effort to make familiar, to make knowable" (49), and exclaims "This is my own, my native land" (48). On the other hand, though Obasan does not protest against her being an other, a stranger, a foreigner, her belonging to the land is shown in her accumulation of things, which not only preserve her memories but also embody her presence. Upon the news of Uncle's death, Naomi returns to Uncle and Obasan's place, observing that the house becomes a physical part of Obasan's being, with every item of objects arranged in her ordering, [t]hey rest in the corners like parts of her body, hair cells, skin tissues, tiny specks of memory. This house is now her blood and bones.... She is the bearer of keys to unknown doorways and to a network of astonishing tunnels" (18). Obasan preserves the material objects of history, which keeps the materiality of history and makes history corporeal. That night when Naomi returns, Obasan searches the attic and then the trunk for something lost, or dead, at first without avail, but eventually it turns out to be the package of Aunt Emily's papers and journals that Obasan looks for. Obasan's possession embodies her being, which is the way she proves her belonging to the land, to the place, which denies her belonging. 
	In many passages, Obasan's corporeal presence is correlated with objects and the materiality of silence is conveyed through both. For example, according to the narrator, Obasan is the preserver of objects: "she is the possessor of life's infinite personal details" (19). In large measure, Obasan preserves objects, which is a way of speaking up her presence. In other words, she speaks up not through language but through objects. Objects become parts of her body and help to speak up her physical presence, which cannot be conveyed through words.
	While possession of objects materializes her presence, Obasan, as an other, a stranger, a foreigner, demonstrates a kind of openness to the other. This gesture of openness signifies generosity and hospitality to accommodate other strangers' need, but not predicated on reciprocity. For example, removed by the authorities, they are on the train leaving the B.C. coast to the interior, Obasan shows her generosity to the stranger. On the train, full of strangers, a young mother with her crying baby attracts other strangers' attention. Obasan does not look at the young mother but wraps up some fruits and a towel in a cloth and holds it to the young mother, without looking at her directly in the face. It is an act of generosity toward the other, a response to the other's need, without asking for return while Obasan and her family themselves are on the way to the internment camp, expulsed and confined as the other. In the giving-taking, there is no exchange of eye contact, the giver and the receiver nodding and bowing their heads as a gesture of generosity and gratitude. In fact, the language of eyes is significant in the encounter with strangers. Naomi's mother teaches her that "a stare is an invasion and a reproach" and Naomi recalls, "[m]y mother's eyes look obliquely to the floor, declaring that on the streets, at all times, in all public places, even a glance can be indiscreet. But a stare? Such lack of decorum, it is clear, is as unthinkable as nudity on the street" (58). Similarly and by extension, on the train, to avoid glancing or staring at the stranger in need means that the contract of the exchange of the gift is not avowed, and the giving itself does not require reciprocity, and the giving does not bestow the duty on the receiver; it is an absolute expenditure of one's possession without asking for return. 
	Indeed, Obasan's demonstration of generosity is corporeal in the sense that Obasan's body is applied to serving others while heeding others' needs. When relocated in Slocan during the war, and assigned a bleak, small gray hut in the isolated woods, Obasan shares the room with an elderly invalid, Nomura-obasan, who is not family, and almost like a stranger. Obasan, with her family, being exorcised as an other, Obasan still offers her own dwelling to the other, accommodating the other's need, rather than fortifying the border of her own territory. Naomi remembers Obasan's teaching "not to be wagamama," meaning "selfish and inconsiderate... by always heeding everyone's needs" (151). 
	The gesture of openness, or, in Diprose's terms, corporeal generosity is contrasted with Obasan's white neighbors whose senses discriminate against every detail of difference. Upon the news of Uncle's death, Mr. and Mrs. Baker drop a visit to Obasan as an act of consolation. To show her hospitality, Obasan offers some traditional Japanese food "kakimochi, deep-fried and baked crackers coated with sugar and soy sauce," with tea-stained, creviced and greased cups (268). But Obasan's hospitality is viewed as otherness, which makes Mrs. Baker hold her fist tight, nervous and straight like a flagpole, representing her kingdom. Even in Obasan's home, Mrs. Baker views Obasan's otherness as unhomely, or uncanny, and she, as a white, demarcates and fortify her domain with her physical presence. Indeed, Obasan's openness and corporeal generosity is contrasted with Mrs. Baker's gesture of holding fists tight, fortifying her physical boundary. Thirty years after the internment, Obasan maintains her hospitality toward those who come into her house, even those white neighbors who are prejudiced against racial otherness.         
	Naomi's mother demonstrates an alternative presence. Though absent throughout the narrative, Naomi's mother, as Nisei, second generation of Japanese Canadians, is represented mostly in the photos and in Naomi's memories, but most importantly, toward the end of the narrative, the reason for her absence is revealed by Grandma Kato's letters, which are concealed for almost thirty years. Indeed, her absence is hinged on an ethical decision. As Grandma Kato's letters explain, Grandma and mother went to Nagasaki to help with the care of mother's cousin's new baby. But in the bombings of March 9, 1945, Grandma Kato's sister, their mother, and sister's husband died. The newly born baby and Naomi's mother are lost; after the bombing, Grandma Kato searched everywhere for Naomi's mother and the baby, and eventually when they find each other, Naomi's mother has been disfigured beyond recognition. 
Naomi's mother decides not to speak, not to write, but to "remain in the voicelessness" (287). After being hospitalized for treatment, Naomi's mother survives but decides to wear a cloth mask from day to night. Her literal facelessness is an ethical decision not to "share the horror" (290), and "Do not tell" is an ethical request (291), an ethical concern for the other. Nevertheless, for Naomi, the faceless face of the mother is significant, signifying a responsibility toward the other.  
	The vacant gaze from the wounded, unrecognizable face of the mother demands Naomi to listen, to open herself to otherness, and to respond by transforming her understanding. Her mother's face touches Naomi's heart and reminds us of Levina's face-to-face encounter with the other, whose strangeness is a teaching.
IV. Conclusion: Toward the Other's Ethics       








^1	  About the autobiographical and historical sources of Kogawa's novel, see Gayle K. Fujita, 41, note 3, and King-Kok Cheung, 131, note 6. In the foreword, Joy Kogawa herself acknowledges her use of the files from the Public Archives of Canada; in the afterword, the excerpt from "the memorandum sent by the Co-operative Committee on Japanese Canadians to the House and the Senate of Canada, April 1946," which admitted the wrongs done by the Government onto Canadian citizens of Japanese ancestry, also adds to the novel a measure of historical truth.         
